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Predicting image influence on visual saliency distribution: the focal and ambient dichotomy

OLIVIER LE MEUR and PIERRE-ADRIEN FONS, Univ Rennes, CNRS, IRISA, France

The computational modelling of visual attention relies entirely on visual fixations that are collected during eye-tracking experiments. Although all fixations are assumed to follow the same attention paradigm, some studies suggest the existence of two visual processing modes, called ambient and focal. In this paper, we present the high discrepancy between focal and ambient saliency maps and propose an automatic method for inferring the degree of focalness of an image. This method opens new avenues for the computational modelling of saliency models and their benchmarking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When looking at complex visual scenes, we perform in average 4 visual fixations per second. This dynamic exploration allows selecting the most relevant parts of the visual scene and bringing the high-resolution part of the retina, the fovea, onto them. To understand and predict which parts of the scene are likely to attract the gaze of observers, vision scientists classically rely on two groups of gaze-guiding factors: low-level factors (bottom-up) and observers or task-related factors (top-down). From these factors, computer vision scientists have designed computational models of visual attention aiming to predict the areas of an image that would draw our attention. Generally speaking, these models produce from an input image a 2D grayscale saliency map indicating the most visually interesting parts of the scene.

Since the first saliency models dating back to the 1990s, the ability to predict where we look at has greatly improved [Borji and Itti 2013; Bruce and Tsotsos 2009; Itti et al. 1998; Le Meur et al. 2006]. The very last generation of models, relying on deep networks, has even brought a new momentum in this field of research [Cornia et al. 2016a; Kümmerer et al. 2014, 2016; Pan et al. 2017, 2016]. Beyond the fact that saliency models are becoming more and more sophisticated and powerful, it is interesting to note that the evaluation protocol has evolved only little since the 1990s. The main modification concerns the metrics used to evaluate the degree of similarity between predicted and human saliency maps [Le Meur and Baccino 2013;
Regarding the computation of human saliency maps, the process consists of only a few steps: first we collect raw eye tracking data. Then, the sequence of raw gaze points is translated into an associated sequence of fixations [Salvucci and Goldberg 2000]. The set of spatial locations of the fixations for a given stimulus constitutes a fixation map, which is then convolved with a gaussian filter to obtain a continuous saliency map [Le Meur and Baccino 2013; Wooding 2002]. This method assumes that all fixation points are of similar importance and have the same visual function.

However, in 2005, [Unema et al. 2005] suggested that larger saccade amplitudes and shorter fixation durations during the early viewing period represented ambient processing and that smaller saccade amplitudes and longer fixation durations during the later viewing period represented focal processing. The focal attention mode would be used to gather more detailed information thanks to the high density of cones in the central visual field. This would allow for better subsequent recognition of objects. On the other hand, ambient mode would serve to extract information from peripheral vision [Trevarthen 1968] to ease further scene exploration and to gather low-resolution but global information located at a higher visual eccentricity.

In the context of computational visual attention modelling, the focal/ambient dichotomy is clearly overlooked. We believe the distinction between focal and ambient fixations might be of a great importance for saliency prediction, in the definition and curration of eye-tracking datasets as well as for benchmarking saliency models. In this vein, [Follet et al. 2011] provided evidence that pre-deep learning era saliency models relying only on low-level visual features are better at predicting focal saliency maps than ambient ones.

In this paper, we present methods for identifying focal and ambient fixations. We then compute focal and ambient saliency maps by using several eye-tracking datasets and analyse their main characteristics. We then qualify those datasets in terms of the number of focal and ambient images. Our main objective is to provide new insights into the characterization of focal and ambient images as well as to design a method for predicting the focalness of an image. This method might prove helpful to select images for modelling the focal and/or the ambient processing modes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes existing methods for identifying focal and ambient fixations. In Section 3, we present the difference between focal and ambient saliency maps as well as the degree of focalness of several eye-tracking datasets. Section 4 introduces an automatic method for inferring the focalness of an image. The last section presents the perspectives of this study.

2 METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING FOCAL AND AMBIENT FIXATIONS

To the best of our knowledge, there exist only three methods to label the visual fixations as being either focal or ambient.

In 2011, [Pannasch et al. 2011] perform the classification on the basis of the prior saccade amplitude, and refined Unema et al.’s definition. If the preceding amplitude is larger than 5°, this fixation is presumably in the service of the ambient attention mode; otherwise the fixation is assumed to belong to the focal attention mode. Authors emphasize that 5° of visual angle correspond to the parafoveal region where the visual acuity is still good [Wyszecki and Stiles 1982].

[Follet et al. 2011] investigate the fixation labelling thanks to a k-means clustering method and by using the fixation duration as well as the prior amplitude saccade. The two-classes clustering results, i.e. focal and ambient, showed that the relevant dimension is the amplitude of saccades. Over four categories of visual scenes, containing very few objects, the centers of focal and ambient centroids are in average 2.5° and...
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Fig. 1. From Top to Bottom: original images; ambient maps; focal maps.

10.5° degrees of visual angle respectively. A threshold of 6.5° was then used to label the visual fixations straightforwardly. The difference with Pannasch et al.’s results could be explained by the experimental procedure. However, Pannasch et al.’s findings are supported by Follet et al.’s results. First, the important dimension to cluster visual fixations is the prior saccade amplitude. Second, both studies observed much more focal fixations than ambient ones. For Follet et al., an average of 70% of focal and 30% of ambient fixations were observed. This distribution is consistent with the supposed role of ambient and focal attention modes.

In 2014, [Krejtz et al. 2014] define the $K$ coefficient to distinguish between ambient and focal fixations by considering the definition formerly given by [Velichkovsky et al. 2005]. Ambient attention is characterized by relatively short fixations followed by high amplitude saccades, whereas focal attention is described by long fixations followed by saccades of low amplitude. From this definition, the $K$ coefficient is calculated as the mean difference between standardized values of each saccade amplitude ($a_{i+1}$) and the preceding fixation duration ($d_i$): $K = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} K_i$, where $K_i = \frac{d_i - \mu_d}{\sigma_d} - \frac{a_{i+1} - \mu_a}{\sigma_a}$ ($K > 0$, relatively long fixations followed by short saccade amplitudes are labelled focal; $K < 0$, relatively short fixations followed by long saccade amplitudes are labelled ambient). Although interesting, authors do not go further in the characterization of focal and ambient fixations. They used the $K$ coefficient as an indicator of the cognitive strategies occurring in a visual search.

In this paper, we perform the labelling of fixations according to the previous saccade amplitude, with a fixed threshold of 5°, as in [Pannasch et al. 2011].

3 FOCAL AND AMBIENT MAPS

The analysis is first performed on the MIT1003 dataset [Judd et al. 2009], composed of images of various contents. We expect to observe a balanced proportion of focal and ambient images. The analysis is then extended to other datasets.

3.1 MIT1003 dataset

Example of focal and ambient saliency maps. Focal and ambient saliency maps are computed following the method proposed in [Le Meur and Baccino 2013]. For the focal (resp. ambient) maps, the focal (resp. ambient) fixations are considered. Figure 1 illustrates samples of saliency maps computed from ambient
and focal fixation maps. As expected, the saliency density in focal maps is concentrated in a few locations whereas it is much more scattered in ambient maps.

Attentional synchrony. As in [Breeden and Hanrahan 2017], we evaluate the size of the screen region attended to as the area of the convex hull of all focal and ambient fixation points. Smaller values indicate increased attentional synchrony [Smith and Mital 2013] whereas higher values would indicate a higher dispersion between observers. We expect to observe higher congruency for focal fixations. The median convex hull area is 15% and 17% for the focal and ambient fixations, respectively. The observed difference is statistically significant, paired t-test, \( p \ll 0.001 \). This is consistent with our expectation, given the definition of focal and ambient attention modes.

Spatial bias. Figure 2 illustrates the average focal and ambient maps computed from all visual fixations on all stimuli, respectively; note that the average of classic saliency maps is not shown. The marginal normalized distributions of horizontal and vertical salience are plotted on the bottom and the left-hand side, respectively. Several observations can be made. First we compute the degree of similarity between those distributions with the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence, noted \( s_{KL} \). We got \( s_{KL} = 0.0075 \) between saliency and focal maps, \( s_{KL} = 0.0417 \) between saliency and ambient maps and \( s_{KL} = 0.0372 \) between focal and ambient maps. The lowest score (i.e. the highest similarity) is observed between the distributions of saliency maps (all fixations) and focal maps. This is not surprising since most visual fixations are focal (about 70%). We also observe that there is a strong center bias, both horizontally and vertically, for both saliency and focal maps. While mostly centered, the average ambient map is, however, much more horizontally spread out than the saliency and focal maps.

Proportion of focal fixations. We observe on the MIT1003 dataset that the proportion of focal fixations significantly varies from one image to another. Some images are clearly focal while others are clearly ambient. Figure 3 (Top) presents the amount of focal and ambient fixations per image. Images are ranked according to their proportion of focal fixations. The median value of focal fixations per image is 53%. Figure 3 (Bottom) illustrates the most focal and ambient images in the MIT1003 dataset. Focal images are composed by
few, compact and rather small objects (or salient areas). We also observe that these images often contain semantic, more abstract information, such as text. Conversely, ambient images contain either several salient objects that are spatially distant from one another or no particularly salient objects. For instance, some ambient images contain several faces. In this case, observers have to make quite long saccades to jump from one face to another in order to get as much information as possible. The absence (or the abundance) and variety of visual information in ambient images may explain that ambient saliency maps are more scattered than focal maps.

Table 1. Focal (F), Mixed (M) and Ambient (A) images in six existing datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MIT</th>
<th>Bruce</th>
<th>Kootstra</th>
<th>Follet</th>
<th>FiWi</th>
<th>OSIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F(%)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M(%)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A(%)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Extension to other datasets

According to observations made on MIT1003, we label an image as being focal when the proportion of focal fixations is greater than 60%, and ambient when this proportion is below 50%. Between 50% and 60%, we consider that there is a mixture of focal and ambient fixations. From this thresholding, we evaluate the number of focal, focal/ambient and ambient images in existing eye-tracking datasets such as Bruce [Bruce and Tsotsos 2009], Kootstra [Kootstra et al. 2011], Follet [Follet et al. 2011], FiWi [Shen and Zhao 2014] and OSIE [Xu et al. 2014]. From Table 1, we can draw the following observations: Bruce dataset is mainly composed of focal fixations suggesting that this dataset mainly consists of focal images. Follet dataset1 is the dataset having the less focal fixations. It contains a majority of mixed and ambient images. One specificity of this dataset is that the images were selected to present empty landscapes with very few and non-salient objects. The only objects in these scenes are congruous with their surroundings such as parked cars in street scenes or trees in open-country images. Kootstra and FiWi datasets are quite well balanced in terms of focal and ambient fixations. MIT1003 and OSIE datasets encompass images with a very high and very low number of focal fixations. They gather a balanced mix of ambient, focal and mixed images.

Qualitatively speaking, this straightforward classification allows to perform a clear distinction between human saliency maps, as illustrated by Figure 1. Again, focal images are associated with a much less scattered saliency density than ambient images, with a majority of the density concentrated on a few locations. If we simply threshold the focal, ambient and focal/ambient maps with a fixed threshold equal to 128, the coverage value, i.e. the ratio between the number of pixels above the threshold and the total number of pixels, reveals that focal images have the smallest coverage whereas the ambient ones have the highest (see Figure 4 (left)). On the same figure, the entropy for ambient and focal maps is also reported; as expected, the entropy of ambient maps is higher than the entropy of focal maps.

It appears to us fundamental to know whether an image is more or less focal to qualify eye-tracking datasets.

1Available on the following link, http://www-percept.irisa.fr/software/
4 IMAGE FOCALNESS INFERENCE

A focal image is an image for which observers focus on a few specific areas. We define the image focalness as being a positive score in [0, 1]; this score is directly related to the proportion of focal fixations. A pure focal image would have a focalness of 1, a pure ambient image would have a score of 0. Our aim is here to predict in an automatic manner the focalness score of an image.
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For that purpose, we define a simple network based on the VGG19 [Simonyan and Zisserman 2014] deep network, pre-trained with ImageNet [Deng et al. 2009]. It is used as a feature extractor, where the last fully connected layers dedicated to the classification task have been removed. On top of this network, we add a shallow network dedicated to the regression task, with a 2D global average pooling to get an unique feature vector and three fully connected layers with ReLU activations, composed of 128, 64 and 1 units, respectively. Between these layers, two dropout layers are added with a dropout rate of 0.3 and 0.25, respectively.

The training is performed in two steps. First, the fully connected layers are pre-trained during a fixed number of epochs while the VGG19 extractor is frozen. Then, the last three layers of VGG19 are fine-tuned with a reduced learning rate along with the shallow regression network. We use the mean absolute error as a loss function and an Adam optimizer.

The training dataset is composed of 4192 images coming from the pooling of the aforementioned datasets to which we add images from CAT2000 [Borji and Itti 2015]. To augment data, all images are flipped horizontally and randomly undergo a brightness or contrast filtering. As the distribution of focalness scores is centered around 0.5, an over and under-sampling techniques are used to get a more balanced training dataset. We allocate 80% of these images for the training, 10% for the validation and 10% for the testing.

The Pearson correlation between ground truth and predicted values is 0.763, $p \ll 0.01$. The standard error is 0.26. Figure 5 illustrates the scatter plot of the ground truth and predicted scores. On the top-right, the prediction error histogram is plotted. Most errors belong to the range $[-0.1, 0.1]$. On the bottom, examples of images associated with their actual and predicted focalness scores are given.

5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we study focal and ambient saliency map characteristics. We also show that current eye-tracking datasets, which are a key ingredient for modelling and benchmarking saliency models, are not well balanced in terms of focal and ambient images. We then believe that, to go further into the computational modelling of visual attention, it is necessary to disentangle focal and ambient fixations. By extension it would be beneficial to determine the focalness score of an image before designing eye-tracking datasets and before...
Fig. 5. (Top) scatter plot of the ground truth (GT) and predicted focalness scores (S) (left); Prediction error histogram (right). (Bottom) Examples of prediction with scores (GT,S).

training computational models. In this context, we have designed a model for predicting the focalness of an image. This opens a number of new avenues. Thanks to such prediction, it becomes possible to define focal, ambient or mixed eye-tracking datasets, to re-train deep learning-based models and to improve saccadic models (such as [Boccignone and Ferraro 2004, 2011; Coutrot et al. 2018; Le Meur and Coutrot 2016; Le Meur and Liu 2015]) by considering focal, ambient or mixed fixations.
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